
Golden Meetings

Start with the Quick Start 
Meetings information.

The Lord said, "Practice, Practice Practice."

The Lord said, "I give you boundaries so you can find Me."

shoes off - silence - pen and paper - listen - after meetingElements

The Lord said, "No meetings, no Bride!"

Man-Child
half Jesus - half Bride - exactly

The Man-Child will not manifest until the 
protocols are done perfectly by the Bride!

This is why it takes practice, practice, practice; moving without self, 
having perfected silence, and instant obedient actions as one body!
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OVERVIEW

Read and enact building blocks from the bottom up!

All stones must 
be in place 

to arrive here!

The Lord revealed the Man-Child is "the means" 
He will use to reign and rule in the Millennium!

Judgement Meetings
Envelopes with questions unknown to anyone, 

but the person preparing the envelopes.

Start with the quick start information for Judgements Meetings.
 Then add the Laver protocol as the first thing done.

After the Laver, circle up "tight" becoming a 
single person as in the Golden Meetings.

Envelopes presented to the Lord in the Throne Room!

Elements

The protocols are all important in the spirit realm.
Our acts have to do with, "Without an act, our faith is dead."

Washing in the Lord's blood at the laver!
Circling up "tight" to symbolize being one person!

Developing silence as a "single person!"
 Offering the "silence" produced by the "single person" to the Lord!

Then moving into the silent meeting in the Lord!

Elements

Golden Meetings with protocols

The three Spots must be removed
in order to attend a Marriage Feast 
meeting, which is a Golden Meeting.

Salvation

Tithing correctly!

How the Holy Spirit teaches and leads
- must be keeping records!

Foundational Stone

Understanding comes as you work your way up slowly, 
putting all this into action, step by step! - It's Bootcamp!

Start Here

The progression 
is up. (Holy Place)

(Holy of Holies)

(Holy Place)

(Outer Court)

(Altar of Incense)

(Outer Court)

First level of 
protections 

attained here!


